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A typical Point of Sales system consists of a computer with its monitor, a receipt printer, cash
drawer, barcode scanner and customer display. Most of them include a credit/debit card reader too.
The newer systems use touch-screen technology. This system has proven to be extremely useful to
the retail sector where innumerable customer related functions are performed.

POS System Features

The POS Systems software does the work of a regular cash register, but the difference is that the
software is incorporated into the storeâ€™s customer database. Together with the other hardware such
as the receipt printer, barcode scanner, cash drawer and credit/debit card processor, the system is
automated.

A POS Solutions can track the change given to the customer. Billing items have become so easy by
using the bar code reader to enter the price of the item. By using this system you can locate an item
in your inventory list either by category, manufacturer or vendor. Items can be located by the name
of the product. Multi-tender operations are possible in a Point of Sales system. In this a customer
can make use of more than two kinds of payments. The receipt printer will then print the transaction
on duplicate receipts. Another very useful feature is to close the program after a shift with a detailed
summary of payments.

Features of Restaurant POS Systems

Restaurant Point of Sale Systems serves the hospitality industry and is ideal for restaurants, night
clubs or bars. The system is of great help for restaurant management. With a simple interface to
make guest checks, table change and receipts, restaurant owners find it easy to manage
restaurants.

A restaurant POS System offers modules such as table reservation, kitchen display, promotions,
payroll etc. It integrates well with the regular hardware used in the retail sector. Further,
configuration of multiple languages and currencies, menu rates and set menu rates are supported
by this system. The system has interface with the accounting systems such as Tally. Lastly, it is a
powerful system for cash and order management and freezing facts and figures.

Benefits of Restaurant POS System

A POS Solutions for the hospitality industry is essential as huge amounts of credit card and cash
transactions take place in a single day. The system can track all the money that comes in through
sales which is a great boon to the industry. Waiters are accountable for the sales thus reducing
employee theft.

Since orders go through the restaurant POS to the restaurant kitchen printer, communication
between the waiting staff and kitchen is made easy. The amount of food used can be tracked by this
system. Further, this revolutionary system can also organize sales tax and also the statement of
profit as well as the losses incurred.
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Mate Order - About Author:
The author writes about â€œWhy Invest in POS Systems?â€• POS Systems, a Point of sale software are
commonly used system in retail businesses across the world. Here are top reasons why you need
good a POS systems, please visit us www.ordermate.com.au/.
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